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The Amsterdam Job
Electric Workboat
A workboat crawls along Amsterdam’s murky canals to
haul out abandoned bicycles, plastic refuse, mattresses,
sunken scrap and a host of other discarded objects. The
crane tug stops and starts along the waterway, shunting
up to five floating garbage containers. But there is no
wasteful idling, no black clouds of exhaust among the
Elm trees, no noisy accelerations waking up houseboat
residents and no foul fumes wafting over the city’s
tourists. This custom-designed workboat has batterypowered electric propulsion.

L

aunched in July this year at Dutch builder De Haas
Maassluis’s shipyard, the WN 21 operates for Amsterdam
water company Waternet, one of 120 vessels in its fleet. The
18m multipurpose crane vessel/tug features an innovative
propulsion and electrical installation by the Netherlands-based
superyacht systems supplier Floattech.

Less Polluting
To meet the demand for less polluting vessels, Waternet
designed, together with naval architects and engineers C-Job,
the new build to meet Amsterdam Municipality’s increasingly
demanding standards. Considering only trucks meeting the
strictest EU requirements for emissions can enter the city,
it stands to reason that vessels should also meet high
environmental standards.
“On Waternet’s conventional vessels... the diesel propulsion
engine often kept idling while the vessel was stationary,” notes
Cor Meedendorp, Managing Director at Floattech. An idling
engine consumes approximately 25 percent of the fuel
consumed at full capacity. “This resulted in relatively poor
combustion with the corresponding emission of harmful gases.
And by putting the vessel in its work gear and then just
navigate forward and backwards, you got black smoke and
a filthy stench.”
In 2009 Floattech, already known for its yacht electrical
installations, registered for the project through a European
tender. Waternet selected Floattech to deliver the propulsion
and electrical installation. As well as reduced emissions, the
system saves Waternet running costs through fuel efficiency
and the innovative batteries provide extended lifetimes.

Efficient Power
Floattech designed an integrated system with an onboard
diesel generator and electrical power stored in thirteen lithium
polymer batteries – good for 136 kWh. The batteries run via a
DC bus and inverters that provide AC power to the propulsion
motor, as well as for the marine crane, winch and hotel
consumers onboard. Floattech’s sister company
ESTechnologies delivered and installed the complete battery
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system including overall battery management and safety
features.
Mr Meedendorp: “By making the propulsion system electric in
combination with a storage system for electrical power, great
economisation is possible. The diesel engine to generate electric
power is only working to fill the buffer. During the normal
operation of the vessel, power is drawn from the batteries. Plus,
during manoeuvring of the vessel, power is only used when the
propulsion screw is in forward or reverse mode. Also, the diesel
generator is only used in the most efficient way.”

Mind the ‘Emissions’ Gap
If Amsterdam’s fleet of diesel-driven canal cruise vessels
faced the same emissions regulations as trucks in the city,
one of the top tourist attractions would shut down. Floattech
and ESTechnologies have an ingenious concept for a
battery-powered cruise vessel.
Sailing silently on Amsterdam’s canals for up to seven hours,
the highly efficient vessels produce zero emissions. The
26 batteries in the keel supply 273 kWh, weighing 1,950kg.
Instead of onboard generators, Managing Director at
Floattech Cor Meedendorp says the cruise operators can
recharge the batteries through the small hours of the night by
tapping into the city’s tram line DC power infrastructure –
600-750 V of environmentally
friendly sustainable electricity
available at wholesale rates.
The concept could apply
equally to tour operators in
London, Paris, Stockholm,
Chicago and dozens of
other cities around the
world.

Smart Cells
The 51.7V, 200Ah lithium polymer batteries by ESTechnologies
are the first to receive Lloyd’s Register certification for maritime
use. ESTechnologies invested considerable sums in developing
and certifying the system. To improve the reliability, each
battery module contains fourteen large cells of 3.7 V instead of
the more common use of hundreds of small cells. An external
supplier built the robust cells, which are designed for military
use. Although they do not come cheap, Diederick Stam – who

“Through the high efficiency and
longer lifespan, it ends up less expensive
in the long run.”
together with Mr Meedendorp is a Managing Partner in
ESTechnologies – says: “Through the high efficiency and longer
lifespan, it ends up less expensive in the long run.”
“We also developed a battery management system,” Mr Stam
notes. Each battery has its own active balancing circuit to ensure
minimal power waste during recharging. The management
system also monitors temperature, load factor and cell condition.
The entire system can recharge in less than 50 minutes.
Mr Meedendorp: “There is no heat build up whatsoever in these
batteries when speed charging with 150 kW.”

Years Ahead
For on board WN 21, Floattech selected a John Deere diesel
engine – the first engine from the manufacturer to meet the
US Environmental Protection Agency Interim Tier 4 and EU Stage
IV emission requirements that begin in 2014. The 9-litre engine,
rated 224 kW at 2,200 rpm, is also the first of its type that John
Deere has delivered outside the US. Floattech converted this
engine into a diesel generator set by fitting a 240kW permanentmagnet generator directly to the drive shaft.
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1 John Deere 224kW engine
2 Generator
3 Motor, 3 x 68kW
4 675 VDC main cabinet
5 35 kW 400VAC LC-filter and transformer
6 Battery control unit
7 Energy Storage Pack, 13 x 136kW
8 400VAC/230VAC main cabinet

This working point for each diesel engine is at about
85 percent of its maximum capacity. The specific fuel
consumption is up to 20 percent more efficient than at partial
load or idle, making the vessel a lot cleaner than its
conventional counterpart as well as cheaper to run. Waternet
wanted an overall efficiency of more than 80 percent, from
generating energy until the release of the screw. According to
Floattech’s calculations, WN 21’s system easily surpassed
Waternet’s requirement.
Three coupled permanent-magnet electric motors provide the
propulsion at 68 kW each and a combined torque of
3,400 Nm. The electrical system (hotel business) is 30 kW. This
power can be converted into a voltage of 3-phase 230/400 V
with zero. For this purpose, Floattech used a frequency
converter, and an isolating transformer.
On WN 21’s foredeck an Italy-built Iron Fist marine crane
with 14t swl lifting capacity is powered from the DC bus with
an inverter delivering 55 kW maximum power. In addition,
a number of winches and the spud pole (10 kW) are also
powered directly from the DC bus through inverters.

Workboat Future
In 2005 Mr Meedendorp and Mr Stam started Floattech to
supply energy systems, navigation and communication

i. www.floattech.nl

Facts & Figures
Principal Particulars
Length o.a.
Beam
Draught
Installed Power & Propulsion
Generator
Propulsion
Deck Equipment
Deck crane

systems for superyachts. However, when it comes to
environmental standards for emissions and noise, as well as
fuel economy, the applications for maritime battery-powered
electric propulsion are on the rise. The Floattech and
ESTechnologies battery system is equally suited for hybrid
propulsion systems, further opening up the workboat market.
In September the two companies won a Dutch sustainability
award for their efforts. They are likely to enjoy increasing
interest from operators looking for eco-efficient workboats.

18.00 m
4.15 m
1.30 m

224 kW at 2,200 rpm
3 x 68 kW

3.1 t / 4.10 m

"By making the propulsion system electric
in combination with a storage system for
electrical power, great economisation is
possible." Cor Meedendorp, Managing
Director at Floattech
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